Waiting times for cancer care in Canadian children: impact of distance, clinical, and demographic factors.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of distance from residence to pediatric oncology centers on waiting times to diagnostic assessment and treatment in Canadian children with cancer. Two thousand three hundred sixteen children (< 15 years of age) captured by the Canadian Childhood Cancer Surveillance and Control Program's (CCCSCP) Treatment and Outcome Surveillance (TOS) system were included in the analysis. The number of days between onset of symptoms and first anti-cancer therapy was compared for those living less than 25, 25-99, and more than 100 kilometers from their treating center. For each time period, the adjusted odds of falling into the longest time quartiles were estimated using logistic regression analysis. Thirty-four percent (n = 786) of children lived more than 100 kilometers from their treating center. There were no significant differences in age at diagnosis (P = 0.33), sex (P = 0.68), or ICCC diagnosis (P = 0.02) by distance from center, though there was a significant difference in region of residence (P < 0.01) and the first health care professional contacted (P < 0.01). Except for waiting time from first health care contact to first assessment by treating oncologist which increased with increasing distance (P < 0.01), there were no significant differences in waiting times by distance. When adjusted for important demographic and clinical characteristics, distance to center did not affect the odds of waiting longer for any event. Distance to treating center had no significant impact on waiting times for important diagnostic and treatment events, when adjusted for age at diagnosis, diagnosis, region, and first health care professional seen.